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Abstract
In June 1996, the LEP centre-of-mass energy was raised to 161 GeV. Pair pro-
duction of W bosons in e+e collisions was observed for the first time by the LEP
experiments. An integrated luminosity of 11 pb 1 was recorded in the ALEPH
detector, in which WW candidate events were observed. In 6 events both Ws de-
cay leptonically. In 16 events, one W decays leptonically, the other into hadrons.
In the channel where both Ws decay into hadrons, a signal was separated from
the large background by means of several multi-variate analyses. The W pair
cross-section is measured to be

WW
= 4:23 0:73(stat:) 0:19(syst:) pb:
From this cross-section, the W mass is derived within the framework of the Stan-
dard Model:
m
W
= 80:14 0:34(stat:) 0:09(syst:) 0:03(LEP energy) GeV=c
2
:
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1 Introduction
Production of pairs of W bosons is one of the major goals of the LEP2 programme.
In June 1996, the LEP centre-of-mass energy reached the W pair threshold of 161 GeV. So
far, the discovery [1, 2] and studies of W bosons have taken place in pp collisions, where
single W production is possible. Large samples of single Ws decaying into e
e
and 

have
been used to measure the W mass [3, 4]. The present precision of the world average [4] is
125 MeV=c2.
At LEP2, the measurement of the W mass should improve significantly: Ws can be
detected through all decay modes, and the centre-of-mass energy can be known precisely.
The cross-section at a well chosen energy close to W-pair production threshold provides a
sensitive measurement of the W mass, with very little dependence on the other parameters
of the Standard Model [5]. The comparison of this measurement with the prediction based
on the Z mass and the Fermi constant constitutes a sensitive probe of electroweak radiative
corrections. Given the present precision [6] on the top quark mass, this could give indications
on the mass of the as-yet undiscovered Higgs boson or reveal new physics.
This letter presents a measurement of the W pair cross-section at threshold and
subsequent extraction of the W mass, using data collected between June and August 1996
with the ALEPH detector. An integrated luminosity of 11:08  0:08 pb 1 was recorded,
at a mean centre-of-mass energy of 161:314  0:054 GeV [7]. This letter is organized
as follows. First, the ALEPH detector and the luminosity measurement are recalled. The
physical processes occurring at the considered energy, and the related Monte Carlo programs
used to simulate them, are presented together with the definition of the W pair production
cross-section. The selection procedures for the different decay channels are described next,
followed by the cross-section and W mass results.
2 The ALEPH detector
A detailed description of the ALEPH detector can be found in Ref. [8] and of its
performance in Ref. [9]. Charged particles are detected in the central part of the detector.
From the beam crossing point outwards, a silicon vertex detector, a cylindrical drift chamber,
and a large time projection chamber (TPC), measure up to 31 coordinates along the charged
particle trajectories. A 1.5 T axial magnetic field is provided by a superconducting solenoidal
coil. A 1=p
T
resolution of 610 4 (GeV=c) 1 is achieved. Hereafter, charged particle tracks
reconstructed from at least four hits in the TPC and originating from within a cylinder of 2 cm
radius and 20 cm length, centred on the nominal interaction point and parallel to the beam
axis, are called good tracks.
Electrons and photons are identified in the electromagnetic calorimeter by their charac-
teristic longitudinal and transverse shower developments. The calorimeter, a lead wire-plane
sampling device with fine read-out segmentation and total thickness of 22 radiation lengths
at normal incidence, provides a relative energy resolution of 0:18=
p
E (E in GeV).
Muons are identified by their characteristic penetration pattern in the hadron
calorimeter, a 1.2 m thick iron yoke instrumented with 23 layers of streamer tubes, together
with two surrounding layers of muon chambers. In association with the electromagnetic
calorimeter, the hadron calorimeter also provides a measurement of the energy of charged
and neutral hadrons with a relative resolution of 0:85=
p
E (E in GeV).
The total visible energy and momentum, and therefore also the missing energy, are
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evaluated by an energy-flow reconstruction algorithm [9] which combines all of the above
measurements, supplemented at low polar angles by the energy detected in the luminosity
calorimeters. The algorithm provides also a list of charged and neutral reconstructed objects,
called energy-flow particles, from which jets are reconstructed with a typical angular
resolution of 30 mrad in space. The detector contribution to the jet energy resolution is
approximately parameterized as 
E
= (0:60
p
E + 0:6)GeV  (1 + cos
2
), where E (in
GeV) and  are the jet energy and polar angle, respectively.
Luminosity is measured with small-angle Bhabha events, using lead-proportional wire
sampling calorimeters covering polar angles from 45 to 160 mrad on both sides of the
interaction point [10]. The accepted Bhabha cross-section is approximately 5.9 nb, calculated
by Monte Carlo using the BHLUMI [11] event generator. The statistical error is 0.4% and
the systematic uncertainty 0.6%. The background contamination is less than 0.1%. The
integrated luminosity accumulated when all essential parts of the detector were active is
11:08 0:08 pb 1.
3 Physics processes and definition of the W pair cross-section
The sensitivity of the threshold cross-section to the W mass comes from processes
with two resonant Ws, represented by the so-called CC03 diagrams in Fig. 1a, which lead to
a four-fermion final state. Many other diagrams, such as those in Fig. 1b, lead to the same
four-fermion final states and interfere with the CC03 diagrams. The contribution of these
diagrams to the total cross-section can be very large, in particular for final states containing
electrons or fermion-antifermion pairs; however, their effect reduces to at most a few percent
by requiring that all four fermions be within detector acceptance and well separated from
each other. Therefore the selection procedures were optimized for the CC03 processes and
results presented as CC03 cross-sections. The effect of the other diagrams is corrected for by
comparing Monte Carlo simulations including a) only CC03 processes and b) the full set of
four-fermion diagrams.
Two Monte Carlo event generators were used to simulate the signal events, i.e., four-
fermion final states which can come from WW production and decay.
– KORALW, version 1.21 [12]. This program includes multi-photon initial state
radiation with finite photon transverse momentum via Yennie-Frautschi-Suura
exponentiation [14], final state radiation via PHOTOS [13], and Coulomb
correction [15]. It can generate CC03 diagrams only, or include four-fermion
diagrams computed with the GRACE package [16], with fixed W and Z widths. The
JETSET [17] package takes care of gluon radiation and hadronization; no colour
reconnection [18] effects are included. In four-quark final states the colour flow is
chosen with probabilities proportional to the matrix elements squared for WW and ZZ
production [20]. Samples of 10,000 events were generated with W masses of 79.75,
80.25 and 80.75 GeV=c2, both for CC03 diagrams only and for all four-fermion
diagrams. In this last case, loose cuts were applied at the generation level on the
outgoing electron angle or the fermion-antifermion pair invariant masses, avoiding
regions of phase space with poles in the cross-section. Signal events produced in these
regions would anyway be rejected by the selection cuts.
– For comparison, the EXCALIBUR [21] generator was used. It includes initial state
radiation collinear with the beams [22], final state radiation via PHOTOS [13],
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Figure 1: Examples of CC03 and four-fermion diagrams.
Coulomb correction [15] and hadronization by JETSET [17]. A comparison sample
was generated with m
W
= 80:25 GeV=c
2 and the same choice of colour flow as
above. For the second sample, the same events were hadronized following the colour
reconnection Ansatz of [19]. Here also, loose cuts were applied at the generation level.
The KORALW samples with m
W
= 80:25 GeV=c
2 serve to determine the efficiencies
used to obtain the central value of the final result. The other samples are used to check the
m
W
dependence of the selection procedures and of the four-fermion to CC03 correction. The
EXCALIBUR samples are used as a cross-check of the Monte Carlo simulation of the physics
processes, and to assess the effects of colour reconnection.
Monte Carlo samples corresponding to integrated luminosities at least twenty times as
large as that of the data were fully simulated for all background reactions. Annihilation into
quark pairs, e+e  ! qq(), was simulated with PYTHIA [17]. Two-photon () reactions
into leptons and hadrons were simulated with the PHOT02 [23] and PYTHIA generators.
KORALZ [24] and UNIBAB [25] were used for dilepton final states. Finally, PYTHIA and
FERMISV [26] were used for various processes leading to four-fermion final states. Where
appropriate, results from the two programs were cross-checked against each other. To avoid
double-counting of four-fermion events between the signal and background Monte Carlos,
events with a flavour content that could originate from WW production were explicitly
rejected from the background samples.
To extract the cross-section the analysis proceeds as follows.
– The number N
obs
of events observed after a given selection is determined.
– The numberN
back
of events expected from background processes leading to final states
inconsistent with WW production is subtracted.
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– The contribution from four-fermion diagrams other than CC03, but with final states
consistent with WW production, is estimated as
N
CC03
4f
= L
h
"
4f

MC
4f
  "
CC03

MC
CC03
i
; (1)
where "
4f
and "
CC03
are the selection efficiencies obtained with the full four-fermion
and the CC03 Monte Carlo samples, MC
4f
and MC
CC03
are the corresponding generated
cross-sections, and L is the total luminosity analyzed. Although "
4f
and MC
4f
depend
on the loose cuts applied at generation level, the product "
4f

MC
4f
does not. This
contribution is subtracted from N
obs
as well.
– Finally, the CC03 cross-section is obtained as

CC03
=
N
obs
 N
back
 N
CC03
4f
L "
CC03
: (2)
Hereafter, the quantity NCC03
4f
=L "
CC03
is called four-fermion to CC03 correction.
This procedure renders the CC03 result insensitive to the value of the W mass used in the
Monte Carlo generation. It is, however, only an approximation since the effect of interfering
diagrams is treated like a background subtraction. Correcting by the ratio instead of the
difference of Monte Carlo predictions would give the same results within one percent, while
not correcting at all for the non-CC03 diagrams would lead to a difference of several percent.
The CC03 efficiency does not depend on generation cuts and provides a direct indication of
the effectiveness of the analyses in selecting those signal events which are most sensitive
to the W mass. For this reason, unless explicitly stated, the signal efficiencies quoted in the
following are CC03 efficiencies.
4 Selection of W pair candidates
4.1 W+W  ! `+`  events
The fully leptonic channel is characterized by two acoplanar energetic leptons and
large missing momentum carried away by the corresponding neutrinos. As Ws are produced
with low velocity at threshold, the typical momentum of these primary leptons lies in a
relatively narrow range around 40 GeV=c. It is expected that in 5/9 of the events, at least one
of the two leptons is a tau; in this case, the tau decays give rise to softer final states, possibly
a thin hadronic jet, and more momentum is carried away by the additional neutrinos.
Two selections for the W+W  ! `+`  signal were developed. They have similar
overall efficiencies (62.7% and 66.9%) and background levels (0.038 pb and 0.028 pb), but
differ in their sensitivities to the individual dilepton channels. The first analysis is based on
topological information and is sensitive to all channels. The second analysis requires the
presence of at least one high momentum electron or muon, identified using the standard
ALEPH algorithms [9]. This leads to a comparatively lower efficiency (24% instead of 48%)
for events where both Ws decay to taus. The efficiency is higher in all other channels, since
backgrounds featuring a high momentum electron or muon have better defined kinematics,
and can be eliminated with less stringent cuts. Events are accepted as WW candidates if
they pass either of the two selections. The combined efficiency is 74%, for a background of
0.053 pb.
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Details of the two analyses are given now. Both require a low multiplicity of good
tracks. In the first selection, events are accepted if they contain two or four good tracks with
zero total electric charge. The four-track case is reduced to a two-jet topology by merging
the three tracks with the smallest invariant mass. This triplet is interpreted as coming from a
three-prong tau decay, and its mass is required to be smaller than 1.5 GeV=c2. In the second
analysis, events with any number of good tracks between two and six are kept; all energy-
flow particles are then clustered into jets by the JADE [27] algorithm at a y
cut
of 0.002, and
events with two or three jets are kept, provided that the identified lepton is the only charged
particle in its jet.
Both analyses apply photon vetoes against radiative dilepton events. In the first
selection, events are rejected if there is an isolated neutral energy flow particle of more
than 1 GeV outside a cone of 10 around each jet and forming an invariant mass with each
of them of more than 2 GeV=c2. In the second analysis, three-jet events are rejected unless
the least energetic jet has an energy lower than 5 GeV and is made only of neutral particles.
To further reject radiative dileptons and two-photon events, both selections require that no
energy be found in a cone of 12 around the beam axis. The backgrounds from two-photon
and non-WW four-fermion processes are reduced further by requiring a visible invariant
mass in excess of 12 GeV=c2. The first selection requires a missing transverse momentum
larger than 0.030
p
s and an acoplanarity lower than 170. These cuts are looser in the second
selection, 0.025
p
s and 174, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the acoplanarity distribution at this
stage of the selection, for the second analysis.
Further cuts are applied to reduce the background from  ! +  events. In the first
analysis, the jet momenta are projected into the plane transverse to the beam axis and the
2D-thrust axis is built from these projections. The scalar sum of their transverse components
with respect to the 2D-thrust axis is required to be greater than 2 GeV=c. Similarly, the
second analysis applies a combined cut on acollinearity and on the transverse component of
the missing momentum with respect to the plane defined by the beam axis and the 3D-thrust
axis, 6pout
T
: events are accepted either if 6pout
T
is greater than 2 GeV=c, or if the acollinearity is
lower than 110. Finally, the second analysis requires that the energy of the most energetic
jet lies between 28 and 55 GeV.
In the data, six events pass either selection, in fact they all pass both. The residual
background amounts to 0.6 events and is dominated by  !  and four-fermion events
(mainly Z ! `+` 
`
0

`
0 , with ` 6= `0, the case `= `0 being part of the signal). The four-
fermion background was calculated with the FERMISV Monte Carlo to be 0:0130.009 pb,
where the systematic error was assigned by comparing the results to those of PYTHIA and
EXCALIBUR. The largest detector-related systematic effects come from the photon vetoes.
Events triggered at random beam crossings were used to assess the losses due to beam related
background and electronic noise. The effect of photon vetoes was estimated to cause a loss
of efficiency of 4%, with a systematic uncertainty of 2%. The overall systematic error
amounts to 0.029 pb and is dominated by Monte Carlo statistics.
The four-fermion to CC03 correction amounts to  0:014 pb, giving

CC03
(WW! `
+
`
 
) = 0:68
+0:34
 0:26
(stat:)  0:03 (syst:) pb: (3)
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Figure 2: The acoplanarity distribution in the second W+W  ! `+`  analysis, after all
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energy. The MC expectation for the signal is normalized to the measured cross-section.
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4.2 W+W  ! `qq events
The typical final state for semileptonic WW events at threshold consists of a lepton of
energy about 40 GeV, large missing momentum from the neutrino, and two hadronic jets of
energy also close to 40 GeV. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                          
Run=41727 Evt=12049ALEPH
 
 
3  Gev HC
µ−
hadronic W  mass = 81.1 GeV leptonic W  mass = 79.1 GeV−+
(40.9 GeV)
missing momentum = 39.8 GeV
Figure 3: An event with a W pair decaying to qq.
In one third of the cases, when the lepton is a  , additional energy and momentum
are lost in neutrinos from its decay. In all channels, the lepton (or the thin jet from the 
decay) points in a direction roughly opposite the missing momentum and is generally well
separated from the two hadronic jets, which are also approximately back-to-back. Three
selection procedures were developed. As in the previous section, one selection is optimized
for WW events with electrons or muons and requires an energetic identified electron or
muon, the other two were developed for qq events, based on global variables or topological
properties of events.
4.2.1 WW! eqq and WW! qq selections
In this analysis, a loose preselection is first applied based on variables for which signal
and background distributions are very different; at least five good tracks are required, with
a total charged energy greater than 0.12
p
s. The missing 4-momentum ( 6E, 6p) is used to
reduce the non-radiative qq background and remove most of the radiative component. All
good tracks with momentum greater than 1 GeV=c are then projected onto the direction
of the missing momentum and the track with the highest momentum antiparallel to the
missing momentum is chosen as the lepton candidate. In most of the qq events, a random
fragmentation charged particle is selected, while in signal events the correct high energy
lepton from a W decay is chosen. Therefore requiring loose electron or muon identification
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Figure 4: Properties of `qq events after preselection. (a) Lepton energy distribution;
(b) Missing transverse momentum; (c) Lepton isolation.
criteria and an energy of at least 15 GeV for the lepton candidate rejects most background
events. For electrons the energy is corrected for possible Bremsstrahlung photons detected
in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The remaining particles are clustered into two jets with
the Durham [28] algorithm.
After this preselection, the probability for an event to come from the signal process
is built from Monte Carlo samples of signal and backgrounds as follows. The following
three variables, shown in Fig. 4, define a three-dimensional space: i) the energy of the
lepton; ii) the total missing transverse momentum; iii) the lepton isolation, defined as
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of preselected ALEPH events for the eqq and the qq
selections. Vertical axis: number of events per bin in the data.
log (tan 
Jet
=2) + log (tan 
Chg
=2), where 
Jet
and 
Chg
are, respectively, the smallest angle
between the lepton and any hadronic jet, and the smallest angle between the lepton and
any good track. Given a data point in this 3D-space, the luminosity-normalized probability
density function (p.d.f.) is estimated as the density in the smallest cube, centred on the
data point, that contains
p
N preselected MC events [29], where N is the total number of
preselected Monte Carlo events. This is done separately for signal and backgrounds. The
probability for the data event to be signal is then the ratio of the signal p.d.f. to the sum of
the signal and background p.d.f.
Events are selected if they have a probability larger than 0.30 to be an eqq event, or a
probability larger than 0.60 to be a qq event. These cuts were designed, from Monte Carlo
studies, to minimize the statistical error on the W mass. The final probability distributions
of preselected eqq and qq Monte Carlo and data candidates are shown in Fig. 5. With
these cuts, the selection efficiencies are 83.4% and 87.9%, for eqq and qq, on a total
background of 0.034 pb.
4.2.2 WW! qq events
The analysis optimized for the selection of WW ! qq events is based on two
complementary approaches: the global selection cuts on global variables of the event, such
as acollinearity and acoplanarity, while the topological selection attempts to identify the tau
jet. The inclusive combination of these two selections has an efficiency of 49.9% in the
WW! qq channel, with a background of 0.053 pb.
The preselection is common to the two analyses. A minimum of seven good tracks is
required. The energy found in a cone of 12 around the beam axis must be less than 0.025
p
s,
and the polar angle of the missing momentum must be greater than 25:8. In order to suppress
radiative events with large-angle photons, events containing an identified photon of energy
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greater than 10 GeV, isolated from other particles by more than 30, are rejected.
The global selection relies on the fact that semileptonic events are acollinear and
acoplanar. The event is divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis; acollinearity and acoplanarity, calculated from the directions of the total momenta of
all particles in the two hemispheres, are required to be less than 165 and 170 respectively.
The missing momentum should be isolated in space and in the transverse plane; the energy
contained in an azimuthal wedge of half-angle 30 with respect to the plane defined by the
beam and the missing momentum directions is required to be less than 0.10
p
s. Moreover, the
energy in a cone of half angle 20 around the direction of the missing momentum is required
to be less than 0.025
p
s. In order to reduce the contribution from single W production the
energy of the primary 

, estimated as E


=
1
2
(6p+ 6E), is required to be less than 50 GeV and
the missing mass is required to be less than 70 GeV=c2.
In the topological selection, jets are reconstructed with the JADE algorithm, using a
y
cut
of 0.001. A minimum of three jets should be found. Jets containing only one good track
and with a charged momentum greater than 4 GeV=c are identified as tau-jet candidates; any
remaining ambiguity is resolved by chosing the jet closest to being opposite to the missing
momentum. All other jets are merged into two jets, which will be referred to as quark-jets
in the following. In order to reduce the qq() background, the tau-jet must be separated by
more than 25 from the the other jets, no quark-jet must have an energy larger than 50 GeV,
and the invariant mass of the quark-jets must be greater than 60 GeV=c2. The interfering
background from single W production, where the W generally has a large boost, is removed
by requiring that the acollinearity of the quark-jets is greater than 130.
4.2.3 Combined results for the semileptonic channels
The three analyses are combined inclusively. A total of 16 events are selected, of which
7 have a high energy identified electron, 5 have a high energy identified muon, and 4 are
likely to contain a tau. The combined efficiency is 87.1% for the electron channel, 90.1% for
muons, 51.4% for taus, and 76.1% overall.
The background, calculated with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo, amounts to 0.084 pb; it is
dominated by qq, ZZ and Ze+e events. A systematic error of 0.015 pb was assigned by
summing the following contributions: i) Monte Carlo statistics; ii) qq modelling, assessed by
the deviations of Monte Carlo from LEP1 data, using the same selections with cuts rescaled
by the ratio of centre-of-mass energies; iii) comparison of the normalization and distributions
of preselected Monte Carlo and data candidates with signal probabilities smaller than 0.10;
iv) overall normalization of the qq background, assessed using radiative returns to the
Z peak. Systematic errors on signal efficiencies are evaluated to be 2.4%, coming from
i) Monte Carlo statistics, ii) detector-related systematic effects such as errors from the photon
vetoes, and iii) uncertainties in the lepton identification, assessed by the agreement between
LEP1 data and Monte Carlo for dilepton events.
In this channel, the four-fermion processes interfere negatively and the four-fermion to
CC03 correction is +0.051 pb. An uncertainty of 0.015 pb was assigned to this correction,
accounting for Monte Carlo statistics and changes in the correction when varying m
W
in the
79.75–80.75 GeV=c2 range. The resulting cross-section for the semileptonic WW channel
is:

CC03
(WW! `qq) = 1:85
+0:51
 0:43
(stat:) 0:06(syst:)pb: (4)
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4.3 W+W  ! qqqq events
These events feature no missing energy and must be separated statistically from
the main background coming from e+e  ! qq ! multijets. Four different methods
have been used. Each of these uses a simple preselection, followed by a multivariable
analysis to determine the cross-section. The four multivariable methods employed are: (1) a
linear discriminant analysis, (2) a neural network, (3) a rarity analysis and (4) a weighting
technique. Each of these is described below. The four-fermion to CC03 correction is typically
 0.14 pb for all methods. The background contributions were evaluated by Monte Carlo and
normalized to the analyzed luminosity.
4.3.1 Preselection
A large fraction of the backgrounds, in particular qq events with large initial state
radiation, can be eliminated with simple preselection cuts, while maintaining a high
efficiency for the signal. For example, the preselection cuts applied by the rarity analysis
are: (i) total visible energy > 120 GeV and missing momentum < 30 GeV=c; (ii) at least
43 energy-flow particles, 21 of which must be charged; (iii) at least four jets found using
the JADE algorithm with y
cut
= 0:005. The remaining events are forced to form four jets
using the Durham [28] algorithm and the following further cuts are applied: (iv) at least
four particles per jet, with at least one good track; (v) sum of the cosines of the six possible
angles between the four jets <  1; (vi) log y
34
>  6, where y
34
is the value of y
cut
at
which the transition from three to four jets occurs. The performance of this preselection are
summarized in Table 1, along with those of the other three analyses.
After preselection, a set of distributions in which WW events are statistically different
from backgrounds is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear that selection on a single distribution is not
sufficient to extract a significant signal, while a series of cuts would lead to unacceptable loss
of efficiency.
Analysis data Monte Carlo efficiency(%) signal/background
Discriminant Analysis 70 69.4 83.0 0.28
Neural Net 111 95.0 90.9 0.21
Rarity 80 78.5 90.5 0.27
Weights 262 275.2 93.9 0.08
Table 1: The number of events preselected by each hadronic analysis is compared with
the total number predicted by signal and background Monte Carlo. The efficiency of the
preselection for W+W  ! qqqq and the resulting signal/background ratio are also shown.
4.3.2 Linear discriminant analysis
In this method, a single discriminating variable, U , is built from a linear combination
of several variables. This is done by first ordering the variables by their individual power to
discriminate between the signal and the background. Starting with the most discriminating
one, the variables are added one by one to a linear combination of maximum discriminating
power. For this analysis, the six most discriminating variables were i) the Durham algorithm
y
34
; ii) the minimum jet energy; iii) the sum of the cosines of the angles between all pairings
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Figure 6: Distributions of four jet events after preselection (here from the rarity method).
The points with error bars are the data, and the open histograms, the Monte Carlo. The dark
shadowed histograms show the contribution from signal, and the light shadowed histograms
the contribution from backgrounds.
of jets; iv) the largest QCD matrix element squared of all jet permutations for e+e  ! 4 jets
through a virtual Z or ; v) the event sphericity; and vi) the WW matrix element squared for
e
+
e
 
!WW! 4 jets.
A comparison between data and Monte Carlo for the optimal linear combination U
is shown in Fig. 7a. A Monte Carlo study has shown that the maximum sensitivity to m
W
is achieved by cutting at U  0, yielding an efficiency of 60%. This selects 16 events in
the data on an expected non-WW background of 5.5 events. The resulting cross-section is

disc
CC03
= 1:60  0:58 pb.
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4.3.3 Neural Network
In this analysis, a feed-forward layered neural network trained with back-propagation
is used to distinguish between the WW signal and the background. The neural network
essentially builds the multidimensional p.d.f. for both signal and background, and gives as
output an estimate of the probability for a given event to be signal or background [30].
Nine input variables were used: the Durham algorithm y
34
; y
23
– similar to y
34
for the
two-to-three jet transition; minimum invariant mass between any two jets; sphericity;
aplanarity; acollinearity; thrust; QCD matrix element squared; minimum jet energy. The
neural network output distribution is shown in Fig. 7b for all events passing the preselection.
The hadronic WW cross-section, extracted by a binned log-likelihood fit to this distribution,
is: NN
CC03
= 1:93
+0:66
 0:57
pb.
4.3.4 Rarity
In the rarity method [31], for each event i, variables xi
j
are first constructed such that
they take low values for the qq background and high values for the WW signal. A new
variable T
i
is built, which is the fraction of WW Monte Carlo events for which x
j
 x
i
j
for
all variables x
j
. The rarityR
i
is then the integral probability of T
i
, namely the fraction of WW
Monte Carlo events for which T  T
i
. The rarity distribution is, by construction, flat between
0 and 1 for the WW signal, and peaked around 0 for the background. Six variables were
combined in this way: the Durham algorithm y
34
; QCD matrix element squared; sphericity;
minimum jet energy; sum of the cosines of the angles between all pairings of jets; and
average fit mass of jet pairs. The resulting rarity distribution is shown in Fig. 7c. The cross-
section, determined by a likelihood fit to this distribution, is rar
CC03
= 1:92
+0:59
 0:60
pb.
4.3.5 Weights
In this method, each preselected event is weighted according to its location in a binned
multidimensional space of discriminating variables [32]. The weight in each bin, g(x), is
estimated from the Monte Carlo sample including signal and all backgrounds as the fraction
of WW events in that bin. The cross-section is then evaluated using Eq. 1 and 2 by making
the following replacements:
N
obs
$
X
data
g(x) ; N
back
$
X
bkgd MC
g(x) ; L:":
MC
$
X
WW MC
g(x) ;
where the sums run over individual events in the data or in the background or WW Monte
Carlo samples. The Monte Carlo sums are normalized to the analyzed luminosity. The last
term is calculated for both four-fermion and CC03 Monte Carlo samples. The statistical
error was calculated according to Ref. [32]. Five variables were used: average fit mass of
jet pairs; JADE y
34
; sphericity; sum of transverse momenta squared of particles with respect
to their jets; minimum jet energy. The distribution of weights for the preselected events is
shown in Fig. 7d, compared with Monte Carlo expectations. The CC03 cross-section is:

weights
CC03
= 1:79  0:53 pb.
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Figure 7: Comparison between data and Monte Carlo after preselection for (a) the
discriminant variable U, (b) the neural network output distribution, (c) the rarity distribution
and (d) the weight distribution. The points are the data, the open histogram the total Monte
Carlo prediction. The light shadowed histogram shows the expected background and the dark
shadowed histogram the expected WW! qqqq contribution for m
W
= 80:25 GeV=c
2
.
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4.3.6 Systematic errors
The following sources of systematic errors were considered.
– The preselection error was determined by modifying the distributions of the variables
used from the Monte Carlo to match those of the data and then re-running the analysis.
The difference in the result is assigned as the error.
– The errors resulting from the particular Monte Carlo generators used were estimated
by using alternative generators, EXCALIBUR for the WW signal, HERWIG [33] for
the qq background. In addition, an uncertainty of 5% was applied to the normalization
of the background estimated from the data/Monte Carlo agreement in the rate of low
weight events and from comparison of four jet rates in hadronic Z decays.
– The effect of colour recombination and Bose-Einstein correlations are both expected
to be small as they would only produce small changes in the distributions of certain
variables, e.g. the fitted mass, and not directly affect the WW cross-section [18].
Nevertheless, the effect of colour recombination was estimated by comparing the
results produced by versions of EXCALIBUR with and without its implementation.
The difference is found to be less than 0.03 pb. A similar error is expected from Bose-
Einstein correlations.
– Systematic errors arising from possible inaccuracies in the simulation of the variables
used in the multivariate analysis were determined by using different combinations of
these variables in the analysis. The variation in the resulting cross-sections is larger
than, though statistically consistent with, that expected from 50 Monte Carlo samples.
The difference of 0.11 pb between these scatters was assigned as the systematic error.
– An estimate of the effect of the largest possible detector miscalibrations led to
negligible values.
– Monte Carlo statistics and luminosity uncertainty lead to cross-section uncertainties
of 0.03 pb and 0.02 pb, respectively.
For each of these sources of systematic errors, evaluations varied slightly between the
different analyses. In each case the most pessimistic evaluation was kept. The components
of the systematic error, summarized in Table 2, were added in quadrature to obtain a total
systematic error of 0.19 pb.
Source Error (pb)
Preselection 0.09
B.E. and colour recombination 0.03
QCD normalization 0.07
QCD generator 0.09
Choice of discriminating variables 0.11
MC statistics 0.03
Luminosity 0.02
Total (in quadrature) 0.19
Table 2: Contributions to the systematic error on the cross-section for WW! qqqq.
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4.3.7 Combination of the methods
The expected differences and correlations between the four methods described
above were obtained by applying them on 100 independent Monte Carlo samples, each
corresponding to 11.1 pb 1. The spread of the 100 cross-section results were found to be
of similar size for the four analyses, and statistically consistent with the errors calculated
for the data. The correlations were found to range from 0.66 to 0.85. The four methods give
consistent results, but none of them achieved maximum efficiency. It is therefore worthwhile
to combine them. This was done using the technique of Lyons et al. [34], in which a weighted
average was built, taking into account the covariance matrix calculated from the Monte Carlo
study.
The combined cross-section for the hadronic channel is finally:

CC03
(WW! qqqq) = 1:80 0:50 (stat) 0:19 (syst) pb: (5)
5 W pair cross-section and W mass
The results from the three channels were combined assuming the Standard Model
branching ratios. A maximum likelihood method was performed, using as input the measured
number of events in the lepton-lepton and lepton-hadron channels and the combined cross-
section for the hadron-hadron channel. The CC03 cross-section is

WW
= 4:23 0:73 0:19 pb ; (6)
where the first error is statistical and the second, systematic, is dominated by the uncertainties
in the qqqq channel. The result obtained by summing the individual cross-sections is
very similar. The result is in good agreement with the expected cross-section, which is
3:77 0:27 pb for the current world average value, m
W
= 80:356 0:125 GeV=c
2 [4]. The
additional variation upon the Higgs boson mass amounts to 0:02 pb [5]. If the measured
cross-section were exactly equal to the expected one, the statistical error would be 0.71 pb.
This error is to be used in the combination with other experiments.
The W mass was obtained, within the framework of the Standard Model, from 
WW
using the program GENTLE [35]. The result is
m
W
= 80:14 0:34 0:09 0:03(LEP) GeV=c
2
; (7)
where the first error is statistical and the second comes from systematic errors in the cross-
section. As for the Z, this mass corresponds to the convention where the propagator includes
a s-dependent width. The last systematic error stems from the uncertainty in the LEP
beam energy, which was estimated to be 0.027 GeV [7]. The uncertainty coming from the
knowledge of the W width was calculated in [36] and found to be negligible.
6 Conclusions
The successful increase of LEP energy up to the W pair threshold has allowed
observation of the first W pairs in e+e  annihilation [37, 38]. An integrated luminosity of
11 pb 1 was collected in the ALEPH detector, in which all combinations of standard W
decay channels have been analyzed. The signal is essentially background-free in channels
where at least one of the Ws decays leptonically. The purely hadronic channel required more
20
sophisticated statistical analyses, but led nevertheless to a clear signal. The W pair production
cross-section was extracted. The corresponding W mass is in agreement with previous direct
determinations [4], and with expectations based on precise measurements [39] obtained at
the Z peak and elsewhere, assuming the validity of the minimal Standard Model.
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